A lot of texts are associated with Web images, such as image file name, ALT texts, surrounding texts etc on the corresponding Web pages. It is well known that the semantics of Web images are well correlated with these associated texts, and thus they can be used to infer the semantics of Web images. However, different types of associated texts may play different roles in deriving the semantics of Web contents. Most previous work either regard the associated texts as a whole, or assign fixed weights to different types of associated texts according to some prior knowledge or heuristics. In this paper, we propose a novel linear basic expansion-based approach to automatically annotate Web images based on their associated texts. In particular, we adaptively model the semantic contributions of different types of associated texts by using a piecewise penalty weighted regression model. We also demonstrate that we can leverage the social tagging data of Web images, such as the Flickr's Related Tags, to enhance the performance of Web image annotation. Experiments conducted on a real Web image data set demonstrate that our approach can significantly improve the performance of Web image annotation.
Introduction
Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) is the key issue in keyword-based image retrieval and other semantic-aware image management applications, such as Web image searching and browsing. Since manually annotating images is a tedious and expensive task, AIA has attracted a great deal of research interests in recent years [12, 10, 9, 4, 18, 15] . It involves the automated labeling of semantic content of images using a predefined set of concepts(keywords). Various machine learning techniques have been exploited to deal with this problem. However, due to the intrinsic problems, such as the semantic gap and multi-label propagation, the effectiveness of AIA is still unsatisfactory.
Previous work of AIA can be divided into two main categories, probabilisticbased methods and classification-based methods. The first category focuses on inferring the correlations or joint probabilities between images and annotation keywords. The representative work include Co-occurrence Model [13] , Translation Model(TM) [7] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model(LDA) [3] , Cross-Media Relevance Model(CMRM) [10] , Multiple Bernoulli Relevance Model(MBRM) [9] , graphical model [18] , etc. The classification-based methods try to associate keywords(concepts) with images by learning classifiers. Methods like linguistic indexing [11] , SVM-based methods [5] , Bayes point machine [3] , and Multiinstanced learning [20] fall into this category. However, differing from general images, plentiful of texts are ubiquitously associated with Web images. Examples of associated texts of Web images include image file name, ALT texts, captions, surrounding texts and page title, etc. A common view is that the semantics of Web images are well correlated with their associated texts. Because of this, many popular search engines offer Web image search based only on the associated texts. Fig.1(a) shows an example of the relationships between different types of associated texts and the corresponding Web image. However, in many cases, the associated texts are verbose and varied, and their effectiveness of Web image search is not guaranteed.
In order to improve the effectiveness of Web image annotation based on textual evidences, researchers employed text mining techniques to process the associated texts. For instance, significant words or proper noun phrases are extracted and assigned to the corresponding Web images [15, 17] . Furthermore, as shown in Fig.1(a) , the associated texts of Web images usually consist of different types of texts located in various parts of the HTML layout. It is well known that different types of associated texts play different roles in deriving the semantics of Web contents. However, most previous work either regard associated texts as a whole, or assigned fixed weights to different types of associated texts according to some prior knowledge or heuristics [16, 12, 19] . It is observed that the correlation of semantics of Web images and their associated texts varies with the types of images or semantic concepts. As shown in Fig.1(b) , the distributions of the keyword "ocean" on different types of associated texts in two different pages are not the same; and even in the same Web page, different keywords, such as "beach" and "ocean" of the left image, have various distributions. Therefore, in such cases, the assignment of fixed weights to specific types is ineffective in predicting the correct annotations of the corresponding Web images.
In this paper, we present a novel automated supervised learning approach based on associated texts to perform the annotation of Web images by leveraging on the auto-generated training set. The auto-generation of training set is valuable and important to Web-scale learning. In the auto-generation of training set, the semantic keywords of training images are derived from their associated texts and enhanced by a Web-scale image concept space built from the popular Web Photo Community site Flickr [2] . In particular, our system obtains the initial set of semantic keywords of Web images heuristically from associated texts; then it submits these keywords to Flickr to obtain the Related Tag(RT) 1 set in order to expand the semantic keyword set to deal with the problem of inconsistency and incompleteness of the annotation keywords. Next, based on the generated training set, we propose a linear basic expansion-based approach to annotate Web images. We model the semantic contributions of different types of associated texts via a piecewise penalty weighted regression model. We conduct experiments on about 4,000 images downloaded from the Web. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Web AIA approach.
The main contribution of this paper are that we propose a new method to automatically generate training set by combining the associated texts and the Web-scale image concept space; and a novel piecewise penalty weighted regression model to adaptively model the distributions of semantic labels of Web images on their associated text types.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed method. Section 3 presents our experimental settings and results, and Section 4 concludes the paper.
The Proposed Method
To improve the effectiveness of mining the associated texts for Web AIA, many machine learning approaches, such as semi-supervised learning [8] , have been applied. However, most existing approaches employ only simply heuristics, such as keyword frequency and fixed weight assignment. Although such heuristic approaches can indeed solve part of the problems of Web AIA, the effectiveness of such methods is limited, unreliable, and highly dependent on image collection. This prompts us to explore automated unsupervised approach to collect training set from Web, and apply supervised learning to derive semantic labels for the image collection. Specifically, for those images that cannot be labeled with simply heuristics, we adaptively model the semantic distribution on their associated text types according to an auto-generated training set.
The Overview of the Linear Basic Expansion-Based Web AIA
For a given training set L train , each labeled image J ∈ L train can be represented by J = {W, B, T }, where the annotation keywords W is a binary annotation keyword vector indicating whether a keyword is the annotation of J; B is a set of region-based visual features of J; and T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } is a set of the types of associated texts (see Figure 1) .
We adopt the linear basic expansion model for estimating the semantic labels of the unlabeled image I distributed on its associated texts T and their higher order interaction structures to be described in Section 2.3. Let H(T ) denotes the set of expansion functions, which represents the associated texts T and their interaction structures; ω = {ω 1 , . . . , ω N } represents the weights of semantic contributions of H(T ) to I; and X i = p(·|h i (T )) denotes the semantic contributions of h i (T ) ∈ H(T ) to I, which is measured by the probability of keywords being generated from h i (T ). Then the probability of the keyword w i being the semantic annotation of image I can be estimated by a linear model as follows:
The semantic annotation Anno(I) of I is defined as the top-k keywords as:
where P l (w, I) is the l th permutation of the value of P (w, I) and
Auto-Generation of Training Set
As the basis of supervised Web-scale AIA, we automatically generate training set as follows. First, we use a simple heuristic method to obtain the basic semantic keyword set BA(I) for image I by mining the corresponding associated texts. Second, we use Web-scale image concept space learning to expand and enhance the quality of BA(I) to generate the final semantic keyword set An(I).
The idea of generating the basic annotation is similar to tf/idf heuristic [14] . Here we consider two kinds of term frequency, that is, the frequency of keyword w appears in one type of the associated texts, and the frequency that accounts for the number of the associated texts types that w appears in. The basic idea is that keywords with higher frequency are more important to the semantic of the corresponding Web image. Here we denote the i th (i = 1, ..., m) type of associated texts as T i . After filtering the stop words, the keyword set of the associated texts of image I is denoted as W S I . For each keyword w ∈ W S I , the confidence of w being the semantic annotation of image I is defined as follows:
where df (w) refers to the number of T i that w appears in; tf (w, T i ) refers to the frequency of w in T i ; |T i | denotes the total number of keywords appeared in T i ; and α i ( α i = 1) denotes the weight of T i . Given the confidence threshold η, the basic annotation keyword set BA(I) of image I is defined as follows:
Similar to the traditional model of Web image analysis, the method of generating the basic annotation is a kind of one directional approach, that is, the semantic of Web images is inferred from just the associated textual data. However, such approach is insufficient and incomplete. To enhance the quality of the auto-generated training set, we exploit the Web social knowledge, such as tagging concept correlation available in public Web-based image(photo) tagging resource. More specifically, we use the popular Web Photo Community site Flickr as a Web-Scale Image Concept Space (ICS), and submit each basic annotation keyword w in BA to Flickr to obtain the Image Concept Neighbor (ICN) of w in ICS. The ICN of w is equivalent to the Related Tag (RT) of w in Flickr terminology. Defining the common ICN (CICN) of image I as the intersection of the ICN of all keywords in BA(I). We expect the CICN of image I to closely reflect the semantic of image I correctly. In order to alleviate the verbose and spamming problems in the Web tagging resources, we employ stop word pruning and noun word extraction tools from WordNet [6] to filter the related tags obtained from Flickr.
We denote the ICN of w as ICN (w). We add the keyword w to the final annotation set An(I) if and only if w appears in BA(I) or CICN of image I:
By denoting the original data set as L, the training set L train is defined as those images I that An(I) is not empty, and
The Probability Estimation and the Use of Higher-Order Associated Text Structures
Since it is difficult to infer the semantics of Web images from individual type of associated texts on their own, we consider the semantic contributions of the higher-order interaction structures among the types. For the n types of associated texts, we can define the k th order structural combinations as
The simplest higher order structure is the 2 nd order that can be defined as Fig.1(b) illustrates the 1 st and 2 nd order combinational structures of the associated texts of the left-hand Web image shown in Fig.1(b) . The Figure also shows the distributions of keyword "beach" on different types of associated texts.
Basic expansion approach is usually applied to extend or add some nonlinear flavors to linear model. Here we define expansion function set H(T ) to represent the associated texts and their higher-order interaction structures identically. For simplicity, we just consider the semantic contributions of T and their 2 nd order interaction structures. The transformation function h j (T ) ∈ H(T ) is defined as:
where
is the expanded dimension of the transformation space. Noticed that other transformation functions, such as the higher order interaction structures or other nonlinear transformations, can also be applied.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that T i and T j (i = j) are independent on condition of keyword w, then we have p(
. Let p(w) be uniformly distributed, then the probability p(w|h j (T )) can be estimated as:
where p(w|T i ) denotes the probability that w is generated from T i , which can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation on multinomial distribution [21] .
To further improve the accuracy of the probability estimation, we explore the correlations between keywords to help "smooth" the model sparsity. In particular, we employ the semantic correlation Similar(w, T i ) between keyword w and text T i to smooth the probability p(w|T i ) as:
where λ is the smoothing parameter. In this paper, we measure the semantic correlation between w and text T = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |T | } based on the keywords correlation Sim(w, w i ) [14, 21] .
The Piecewise Penalty Weighted Regressive Estimation of the Weights of Different Types of Associated Texts
The key issue of the proposed adaptive model is to adaptively determine the weights ω(w) of associated text types of Eq.1. We expect that semantic distributions of Web images on their associated texts to follow some statistical distributions. Therefore, we can assume that those images with similar visual features and associated texts may obey similar semantic distributions. We apply supervised learning approach to estimate the weights of semantic contributions of associated texts H(T ) to the corresponding image. We first determine a neighborhood of I in the training set, and then employ a regression model to learn the weights of associated text types based on the corresponding neighborhood. The generation probability estimation approach is applied to measure Web image similarity, which is the basis of determining the neighborhood of image I. We first assume that the visual and textual features of images are orthogonal, then the probability of images I being generated from J is defined as:
where p(B i |B j ) equals to the product of the regional generation probabilities which can be estimated by non-parameter kernel-based density estimation. p(T i |T j ) denotes the probability of T i being generated from T j , which can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. For a given unlabeled image I and the candidate annotation keyword w, let neighbor(I, w) denote the set of neighbor images whose labels contain the keyword w. Thus we can estimate the weights ω(w) for image I based on neighbor(I, w). To reduce the prediction error of the full model, we shrinkage the model coefficients by imposing a penalty on their size. In order to differentiate the contribution of textual data and their interaction structures, we propose a piecewise penalty method which impose different penalties to different subsets of the model coefficients. The set of s th (s = 1, . . . , k) order structure's model coefficients is denoted by D s . The piecewise penalty weighted regression coefficients minimize a piecewise penalty weighted residual sum of squares as follows:
where K is the number of images in neighbor(I, w). We estimate ω 0 byȳ = K 1 y i /K, and the remaining coefficients by a regression model without intercept by centering X ij . Let ω s (w) = ω j when ω j ∈ D s and otherwise 0, we have:
Then the regression solution can be easily seen as:
where I s is N × N matrix, and the components are 0 except for the components of the diagonal line, and I s [j] [j] = 1 when ω j ∈ D s and otherwise 0. The inputs of the regression model is the probability that w is generated from H(T ), that is X ij = p(w|h j (T )). The predicted value y i is the probability that w being the annotation of image. Since we have known that w is the annotation of training image J i , we have y i = p(w|J i ) = 1. The weight μ i of training image J i is the similarity of J i and I. Due to our expansion process, we expect that the contribution of T and their i th order interaction structures to image semantic to be different, thus we partition the weight coefficients into k subsets corresponding to T and their i th (i = 2, . . . , k) order interaction structures. Our aim is to shrinkage the regression coefficients by imposing a L 2 penalty to each part, where the penalty parameters are
Analogy to ridge regression, we use quadratic regularization to penalize the regression coefficients. The larger the penalty parameter, the greater the amount of shrinkage. We use the following method to help choose the penalty parameters γ, that is, for two adjacent order structures of T , such as the text T i and T i ×T j , the ratio TiTj Ti is p(w|T i ). Therefore we can estimate the ratio ρ(0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) between the significance of the two different adjacent order structures by the average of the contributions of the lower order structure, that is ρ = 1 n n i=1 p(w|T i ). Then we choose the regularization parameter γ 1 by using validation data set, and others γ j = ρ * γ j−1 , j = (2, . . . , k).
Experiments

The Experiments Data and Setup
We downloaded images and the accompanying Web pages by feeding the query keywords into Yahoo search engine, and employed a "lightweight" tool HTMLParser [1] to parse the html documents into DOM tree before extracting the embedded images and their corresponding associated texts to form the data set L. The set of concepts or query keywords used in our experiment is: beach, bear, birds, bridge, building, car, Egypt pyramid, flower, great wall, tree, tiger, whale, etc. We classified the associated texts into 5 categories: image file name, ALT text (ALT tag), caption text (Heading tag), surrounding text and page title. After parsing the pages and filtering the noisy images (such as the small logo images, the images with non-proper length/width ratio, etc.), we obtained the final set L with about 4,000 images, which are used as control set in our experiments.
We use the proposed training set auto-generation method to automatically selects a subset of 640 images from L as training set L train using the proposed training set auto-generation method. The rest of control set of images is then used as test set L test . From the training set, the system derives an initial set BA of 180 keywords from associated texts using Eq.4. It then submits these keywords to Flickr to obtain the Related Tags, and returns about 2,467 keywords. After lexical filtering of invalid keywords, and performing the concept space learning (Eq.5), The system obtains 87 keywords for incorporation into BA to obtain the final semantic keyword set.
Next, the system randomly partitions half of the training set. The validation set is used to determine the model parameters, such as smoothing parameter λ and regularization parameter γ 1 , which are respectively set as 0.6 and 0.6. In the auto-generation of training set, m is set as 4(surrounding text is not included), α i = 0.25(i = 1, . . . , 4), and confidence threshold η is set as 0.2.
In order to provide ground truth for testing, we manually label the L test by 3 students(two of them are not familiar with this filed), and each image is labeled with 1-7 keywords. The vocabulary of manual annotations consists of about 137 keywords. Each image of L is segmented into 36 blobs based on fixed size grid, and 528 dimensional visual feature for each blob is extracted according to M P EG7 standard. We adopt the recall, precision and F1 measures are adopted to evaluate the performance in our experiments. That is, given a keyword w, let |W G | denotes the number of human annotated images with label w in the test set, |W M | denotes the number of images annotated with the same label by our algorithm. The recall, precision and F1 are defined as: Recall =
|WM ∩WG| |WG|
,
P recision+Recall . The size of annotation is set to 4, and the average recall, precision and F1 over all the keywords are calculated as the evaluation of the overall performance.
The Experimental Results
In our experiments, two baseline methods are used for comparison: (1) AIAW: the baseline approach that regards all the associated texts as a whole; and (2) AIAFIX: the baseline method that treats different associated text types as separate but assigns only fixed weights and does not consider higher order structures.
The evaluation aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of each component technology and their contributions to the overall system. The component technologies tested are: (a) the use of adaptive model for adaptively learning of the weights of the associated text types, denoted as "Adap"; (b) the use of basic expansion method that incorporates higher-order associated text structures, denoted as "Exp"; and (c) the use of Flickr in the process of auto-generation of training set (Trg+Flickr). The following sub-Sections present the results.
The Effectiveness of the Adaptively Learning of the Weights of the Associated Text Types:
To test the effectiveness of "Adap" approach, we compare it with the two baseline approaches. For "AIAFIX", we use Ridge Regression (RR) to learn the weights of the associated text types. All approaches use the training image set "Trg+Flickr". Figure 3(a) presents the comparison results.
The experiment results in Figure 3 (a) demonstrate the importance of considering the types of associated texts, as Baseline 2 (AIAFIX+RR) that treats each associated type as separate though with fixed weights, performs much better than Baseline 1 (AIAW) that regards all associated texts as a whole. The results also show that the "Adap+RR" approach which adaptively learns the weights of associated text types is superior to the baseline approaches which use fixed weights assignment or regard all associated texts as a whole.
The Effectiveness of Employing Higher-Order Associated Text Structures in Probability Estimations:
To test the effectiveness of "Exp" approach, we compare the performance of "Adap" approach that considers only the contributions of 5 basic associated text types, against the "Adap+Exp" approach that also takes advantage of the higher order structures. Similar to Experiment 1, we use Ridge Regression (RR) to learn the associated text weights and "Trg+Flickr" as training. Figure 3(b) gives the comparison results. The results in Figure 3(b) show that the use of higher order interaction structures (Adap+Exp+RR) is superior to that without taking advantage of the interaction structures among the basic associated text types (Adap+RR). The reason for the improvement in performance is that we can estimate the likelihood of keywords being the semantic annotation of Web images more accurately by further considering the semantic contributions of the higher order interaction structures.
The Overall Performance of the proposed Annotation Approach: Fig.5 summarizes the overall performance of the proposed Web image annotation approach (Adap+Exp). We compare the effectiveness of using our proposed Piecewise Penalty Weighted Regression (PPWR) method against Ridge Regression (RR) in learning the weights of the associated text types. Furthermore, we test the effectiveness of using Flickr in the process of auto-generation of training set. Thus we generated two training sets: the one without using Flickr (Trg) and the one enhanced by Flickr social tagging data (Trg+Flickr).
The results in Figure 4 show that: (a) The "Adap+Exp+PPWR+Trg+Flickr" is superior to "Adap+Exp+RR+Trg+Flickr" approach. It demonstrates that "PPWR" is more effective than ridge regression in learning the weight distribution of the associated text types and their higher order structures when annotating Web images. by Flickr (Adap+Exp+PPWR+Trg+Flickr) are superior to that without using Flickr (Adap+Exp+PPWR+Trg). It demonstrates that we can improve the quality of training set by exploiting the knowledge within the Web-scale image concept space, and hence the overall performance of Web AIA. Through observation, we found that the annotation set obtained by only mining associated texts is partial and incomplete, and the use of Web image social tagging data from Flickr helps to improve the completeness of the training set significantly.
Conclusions
Ubiquitous image resources on the Web have long been attractive to research community. Web-based AIA is a promising way to manage and retrieve the fast growing number of Web images. However, its effectiveness still needs to be improved. In this paper, we developed and evaluated a linear basic expansionbased Web image annotation algorithm. In particular, we adaptively modeled the distribution of semantic labels of Web images on their associated texts via the proposed piecewise penalty weighted regression model. We also demonstrated that the social tagging data of Web image (Flickr) can be utilized effectively to improve the quality of the automatically acquired training data set, and hence the Web AIA performance significantly.
